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About This Game

Intro

You play as Riley, the only one in all of Hasteville that can save the city from the corruption of Mayor Von Wumbeldorf. Sneak,
Steal and Sprint your way through the various areas of the city, outwitting the corrupt cops and working towards revealing the
truth of the Mayor's evil plans; traversing through prisons, mysterious museums, lavish mansions, ritzy casinos, swanky yachts

and top-secret facilities.

Haste Heist is for Action and Puzzle game enthusiasts, approachable for all ages. Easy to pick up and growing in complexity,
Haste Heist keeps you on your toes as you tip-toe your way to riches.

With a healthy combination of Stealth & Puzzle elements, Haste Heist presents its players with a familiar, yet new and exciting
way to play. If tactically traversing environments is your style then you'll have no problem finding your way through the

sometimes complex and baffling buildings of Hasteville. Stealth not your thing? Sprint through the city as fast as you can to
reach the top of the leaderboard, or maybe try mixing both? In Haste Heist the choice is yours, and whichever you choose we’re

sure you’ll have plenty of laughs along the way.

Key Game Features

Side Scrolling Adventure:

A variety of enemies to outwit:
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Players will have to outwit the dastardly henchmen and corrupt cops of Mayor von Wumbeldorf, using their environment to
their advantage, all whilst stealing the riches of Hasteville right from under their noses!

Local Co-op:
With the inclusion of Co-Op you'll be able to undertake heists with a friend working together to steal your way to fortune.

Humor Filled World:
The world and narrative of Haste Heist is packed with hilarious characters and humorous situations. The game is a light-hearted

adventure that we hope will leave you with an unforgettable interactive experience.
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Title: Haste Heist
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Team RUN!
Publisher:
Super God
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.7GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 650M/ 1,535MB+

Storage: 288 MB available space

English
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If you like Deadbolt then you probably like Haste Heist. The gameplay is quite similar. The only big difference is that in Haste
Heist you only sneak without attacking your enemies. So you try to finish levels without getting noticed. Therefore you sneak
and hide in the shadow or behind objects. You also can run. But this produces sound as in Mark of the ninja and your enemy
will hear you.

I only played a short time but already have the feeling that this game will keep me interested much longer. This is usually not the
case for most new games. If I will change my mind then I will change this review. Hence if you still read this review you know I
still like the game.

Furthermore the pixel graphics are very welcoming and nice. All in all this game feels very polished and I can recommend it to
fans of 2d stealth games where you have to be cautious in order to finish the levels. I have been quite involved in this game so
take my review with a grain of salt.

We have been playing this game in big international couch co-op parties and every time it has been a blast! There is enough
content for multiple parties too. And when the story of about 50 levels gets completed, there is steam speedrun leaderboards and
the co-op to mess with.

While the game might not be perfect in every way, I'm gonna give it a thumbs up for the good times!
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